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SINGLE Z0 PRODUCTION AT COMPACT LINEAR COLLIDERBASED ON e� COLLISIONSD. V. Soa a, H. N. Long *b**, D. T. Binh , D. P. Khoi ;daDepartment of Physis, Hanoi University of Eduation, Hanoi, VietnambPhysis Division, NCTS, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinhu, TaiwanInstitute of Physis, NCST, Hanoi, VietnamdDepartment of Physis, Vinh University, Vinh, VietnamSubmitted 10 Otober 2003We analyze the potential of the ompat linear ollider (CLIC) based on e� ollisions to searh for the new Z0gauge boson. Single Z0 prodution at e� olliders in two SU(3)C 
 SU(3)L 
 U(1)N models, the minimalmodel and the model with right-handed neutrinos is studied in detail. The results show that new Z0 gaugebosons an be observed at the CLIC and that the ross setions in the model with right-handed neutrinos arebigger than those in the minimal one.PACS: 12.10.-g, 12.60.-i, 13.10.+q, 14.80.-j1. INTRODUCTIONNeutral gauge strutures beyond the photonand the Z boson have long been onsidered as oneof the best motivated extensions of the StandardModel of eletroweak interations. They are pre-dited in many models going beyond the StandardModel. These inlude the models based on theSU(3)C 
 SU(3)L
U(1)N (3�3�1) gauge group [1�5℄.These models have some interesting harateristis.First, they predit three families of quarks and leptonsif the QCD asymptoti freedom is imposed. Seond,the Peei�Quinn symmetry naturally ours in thesemodels [6℄. Finally, the harateristi of these modelsis that one generation of quarks is treated di�erentlyfrom the other two. This ould lead to a naturalexplanation for the unbalaning heavy top quark.The Z 0 gauge boson is a neessary element of thedi�erent models extending the Standard Model. In gen-eral, the extra Z 0 boson may not ouple in a univer-sal way. There are, however, strong onstraints from�avor-hanging neutral urrent proesses spei�allylimiting the nonuniversality between the �rst two gen-erations. Lower bounds on the mass of Z 0 following*E-mail: nlhoang�phys.ts.nthu.edu.tw**On leave from Institute of Physis, NCST, Hanoi, Vietnam.

from the analysis of a variety of popular models arefound to be in the energy range 500�2000 GeV [7, 8℄.It was suggested reently that the 3�3�1 modelsarise naturally from the gauge theories in spae�timewith extra dimensions [9℄ where the salar �elds arethe omponents in additional dimensions [10℄. A fewdi�erent versions of the 3�3�1 model have been pro-posed [11℄.Reent investigations have indiated that signals ofnew gauge bosons in models may be observed at theCERN large hadron ollider [12℄ or the next linear ol-lider [13, 14℄. In [15℄, two of us have onsidered singleprodution of the bilepton and shown that several thou-sand events are expeted at the integrated luminosityL � 9 � 104 fb�1. In this work, single prodution of thenew Z 0 gauge boson in the 3�3�1 models is onsidered.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, we give abrief review of two models: relation among real physi-al bosons and onstraints on their masses. Setion 3is devoted to single prodution of the Z 0 boson in thee� ollisions. Disussions are given in Se. 4.2. A REVIEW OF THE 3�3�1 MODELSTo frame the ontext, it is appropriate to brie�yreall some relevant features of the two types of 3�755 4*



D. V. Soa, H. N. Long, D. T. Binh, D. P. Khoi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 4, 20043�1 models: the minimal model proposed by Pisano,Pleitez, and Frampton [1, 2℄ and the model with right-handed neutrinos [4, 5℄.2.1. The minimal 3�3�1 modelThe model treats the leptons as the SU(3)L an-titriplets [1, 2, 16℄1),faL = 0B� eaL��aL(e)a 1CA � (1; �3; 0); (1)where a = 1; 2; 3 is the generation index. Two of thethree quark generations transform as triplets and thethird generation is treated di�erently. It belongs to anantitriplet,QiL = 0B� uiLdiLDiL 1CA � �3; 3;�13� ; (2)uiR � (3; 1; 2=3); diR � (3; 1;�1=3);DiR � (3; 1;�1=3); i = 1; 2;Q3L = 0B� d3L�u3LTL 1CA � (3; �3; 2=3); (3)u3R � (3; 1; 2=3); d3R � (3; 1;�1=3);TR � (3; 1; 2=3):The nine gauge bosons W a(a = 1; 2; : : : ; 8) andB of SU(3)L and U(1)N are split into four lightgauge bosons and �ve heavy gauge bosons afterSU(3)L 
 U(1)N is broken to U(1)Q. The light gaugebosons are those of the Standard Model: the photon(A), Z1, and W�. The remaining �ve orrespond tonew heavy gauge bosons Z2; Y � and doubly hargedbileptons X��. They are expressed in terms of W aand B as [16℄p2 W+� =W 1� � iW 2� ; p2 Y +� =W 6� � iW 7� ;p2 X++� = W 4� � iW 5� : (4)A� = sWW 3�+W �p3 tW W 8�+q1�3 t2W B�� ;Z� = WW 3��sW �p3 tW W 8�+q1�3 t2W B�� ;Z 0� = �q1� 3 t2W W 8� +p3 tW B�; (5)1) The leptons may be assigned to a triplet as in [1℄; the twomodels are mathematially idential, however.

where we use the notationW � os �W ; sW � sin �W ; tW � tg �W :The physial states are a mixture of Z and Z 0,Z1 = Z os�� Z 0 sin�;Z2 = Z sin�+ Z 0 os�;where � is the mixing angle.Symmetry breaking and fermion mass generationan be ahieved by three salar SU(3)L triplets�;�;�0 and a sextet �,� = 0B� �++�+�;0 1CA � (1; 3; 1);� = 0B� �+1�0��2 1CA � (1; 3; 0);�0 = 0B� �00�0��0�� 1CA � (1; 3;�1);� = 0B� �++1 �+1 =p2 �0=p2�+1 =p2 �00 ��2 =p2�0=p2 ��2 =p2 ���2 1CA � (1; 6; 0):The sextet � is neessary to give masses to hargedleptons [3, 16℄. The vauum expetation valueh�T i = (0; 0; u=p2)yields masses for the exoti quarks, the heavy neutralgauge boson Z 0, and two new harged gauge bosonsX++; Y +. The masses of the standard gauge bosonsand the ordinary fermions are related to the vauumexpetation values of the other salar �elds,h�0i = v=p2; h�00i = v0=p2;h�0i = !=p2; h�00i = 0:For onsisteny with the low-energy phenomenology,the mass sale of SU(3)L 
 U(1)N breaking must bemuh larger than that of the eletroweak sale, i.e,u � v; v0; !. The masses of gauge bosons are ex-pliitly given bym2W = 14g2(v2 + v02 + !2);M2Y = 14g2(u2 + v2 + !2);M2X = 14g2(u2 + v02 + 4!2); (6)756



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 4, 2004 Single Z 0 prodution at ompat linear ollider : : :andm2Z = g242W (v2 + v02 + !2) = m2W2W ;M2Z0 = g23 � 2W1� 4s2W u2 ++ 1� 4s2W42W (v2 + v02 + !2) + 3s2W1� 4s2W v02� : (7)Expressions in (6) yield a splitting between thebilepton masses [17℄,jM2X �M2Y j � 3 m2W : (8)Combining the onstraints from diret searhes andneutral urrents, we obtain the range for the mixingangle [16℄ as �1:6 � 10�2 � � � 7 � 10�4and a lower bound on MZ2 ,MZ2 � 1:3 TeV:Suh a small mixing angle an safely be negleted. Inthat ase, Z1 and Z2 are the Z boson in the Stan-dard Model and the extra Z 0 gauge boson, respetively.With the new atomi parity violation in esium, we ob-tain a lower bound for the Z2 mass [18℄:MZ2 > 1:2 TeV:2.2. The model with right-handed neutrinosIn this model, the leptons are in triplets and thethird member is a right-handed neutrino [4, 5℄,faL = 0B� �aLeaL(�L)a 1CA � (1; 3;�1=3);eaR � (1; 1;�1): (9)The �rst two generations of quarks are in an-titriplets and the third one is in a triplet,QiL = 0B� diL�uiLDiL 1CA � (3; �3; 0); (10)uiR � (3; 1; 2=3); diR � (3; 1;�1=3);DiR � (3; 1;�1=3); i = 1; 2;Q3L = 0B� u3Ld3LTL 1CA � (3; 3; 1=3); (11)

u3R � (3; 1; 2=3); d3R � (3; 1;�1=3);TR � (3; 1; 2=3):The doubly harged bileptons of the minimal model arehere replaed by omplex neutral ones asp2 W+� = W 1� � iW 2� ; p2 Y �� =W 6� � iW 7� ;p2 X0� = W 4� � iW 5� : (12)The physial neutral gauge bosons are again relatedto Z and Z 0 through the mixing angle �. Together withthe photon, they are de�ned as [5℄A� = sWW 3�+W  � tWp3 W 8�+r1� t2W3 B�! ;Z� = WW 3��sW  � tWp3 W 8�+r1� t2W3 B�! ;Z 0� =r1� t2W3 W 8� + tWp3 B�: (13)
Symmetry breaking an be ahieved with just threeSU(3)L triplets,� = 0B� �0���;0 1CA � (1; 3;�1=3); (14)

� = 0B� �+�0�;+ 1CA � (1; 3; 2=3); (15)
� = 0B� �0���;0 1CA � (1; 3;�1=3): (16)The neessary vauum expetation values areh�iT = (0; 0; !=p2); h�iT = (0; u=p2; 0);h�iT = (v=p2; 0; 0): (17)The vauum expetation value h�i generates massesfor the exoti 2/3 and �1/3 quarks, while the values h�iand h�i generate masses for all ordinary leptons andquarks. After symmetry breaking, the gauge bosonsgain masses asm2W = 14g2(u2 + v2); M2Y = 14g2(v2 + !2);M2X = 14g2(u2 + !2); (18)757



D. V. Soa, H. N. Long, D. T. Binh, D. P. Khoi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 4, 2004and m2Z = g242W (u2 + v2) = m2W2W ; (19)M2Z0 = g24(3�4s2W ) �4!2 + u22W +v2(1�2s2W )22W � : (20)To be onsistent with the low-energy phenomenol-ogy, we have to assume that h�i � h�i, h�i, suh thatmW �MX ;MY .The symmetry-breaking hierarhy gives us a split-ting between the bilepton masses [19℄jM2X �M2Y j � m2W : (21)It is therefore aeptable to put MX �MY .The onstraint on the Z � Z 0 mixing based on theZ deay is given in [5℄,�2:8 � 10�3 � � � 1:8 � 10�4;in this model, we do not have a limit for sin2 �W . Withthis small mixing angle, Z1 and Z2 are the Z bosonin the Standard Model and the extra Z 0 gauge bo-son, respetively. From the data on parity violationin the esium atom, we obtain a lower bound on the Z2mass in the range between 1.4 TeV and 2.6 TeV [18℄.Data on the kaon mass di�erene�mK gives the boundMZ2 � 1:02 TeV [8℄.3. Z0 PRODUCTION IN e� COLLISIONSNow we are interested in the single prodution ofnew neutral gauge bosons Z 0 in e� ollisions,e�(p1; �) + (p2; �0)! e�(k1; �) + Z 0(k2; � 0); (22)where pi and ki are the momenta and �, �0, � , and� 0 are the heliities of the partiles. At the tree level,there are two Feynman diagrams ontributing to rea-tion (22), depited in Fig. 1 The s-hannel amplitudeis given byMZ0s = ieg2W q2s ��(p2)��(k2)u(k1)�� � [g2V (e)� g2A(e)5℄q=s�u(p1); (23)where qs = p1 + p2. The u-hannel amplitude isMZ0u = ieg2W q2u ��(k2)��(p2)u(k1)�q=u �� �[g2V (e)� g2A(e)5℄u(p1); (24)where qu = p1 � k2; ��(p2), ��(p2) and ��(k2), ��(k2)are the respetive polarization vetors of the photon and the Z 0 boson, and g2V (e), g2A(e) are the oupling

e�e� e�Z0  e�e� Z0e�Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for the reatione� ! Z0e�0.070.060.050.040.030.020.010 0�0:5�1 0.5 1os �

ross setion, pb

Fig. 2. Di�erential ross setion of the minimal model,ps=2733 GeV, mZ0 = 800 GeVonstants of Z 0 to the eletron e. In the minimal model,they are given by [16℄g2V (e) = p32 q1� 4s2W ;g2A(e) = � 12p3q1� 4s2W ; (25)and in the model with right-handed neutrinos [5℄,g2V (e) = ��12 + 2s2W� 1p3� 4s2W ;g2A(e) = 12p3� 4s2W : (26)From Eqs. (25) and (26), we see that beause of thefator q1� 4s2W � 1;the ross setions in the minimal model are smaller thanthose in the model with right-handed neutrinos. Wework in the enter-of-mass frame and let � denote thesattering angle (the angle between the momenta ofthe initial eletron and the �nal one). We have evalu-ated the � dependene of the di�erential ross setiond�=d os �, the energy, and the Z 0 boson mass depen-dene of the total ross setion �.758
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ps, GeVFig. 3. Cross setion �(e� ! Z0e�) of the minimalmodel as a funtion of ps: 1 � total ross setion,2 � ross setion in u-hannel, 3 � ross setionin s-hannel, 4 � ross setion in Standard Model;mZ0 = 800 GeV0.350.300.250.200.150.100.05 1600 2000 2400 28001200 ps,GeV
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Fig. 4. Cross setion �(e� ! Z0e�) of the modelwith right-handed neutrinos as a funtion of ps;mZ0 = 800 GeV1) In Fig. 2, we plot d�=d os � for the minimalmodel as a funtion of os � for the ollision energy atCLIC ps = 2733 GeV [20℄ and the relatively low valueof mass mZ0 = 800 GeV. From Fig. 2, we see thatd�=d os � is peaked in the bakward diretion (this isdue to the e� pole term in the u-hannel) but is �atin the forward diretion. We note that the behavior ofd�=d os � for the model with right-handed neutrinos issimilar at other values of ps.2) The energy dependene of the ross setion forthe minimal model is shown in Fig. 3. The same value
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Fig. 5. Number of events of three models: 1 � min-imal model, 2 � right-handed neutrinos model, 3 �Standard Modelof the mass as in the �rst ase, mZ0 = 800 GeV, ishosen. The energy range is1200 GeV � ps � 3000 GeV:Curve 1 is the total ross setion for the minimal model,urves 2 and 3 represent the respetive ross setionsof the u- and s-hannels. Curve 4 is the ross se-tion for the Standard Model, redued three times. Theu-hannel, urve 2, rapidly dereases withps, while thes-hannel has a zero point atps = mZ0 and then slowlyinreases. In the high-energy limit, the s-hannel givesthe main ontribution to the total ross setion. InFig. 3, the ross setion of the Standard Model reahes0.18 pb and then slowly dereases to 0.05 pb, while theross setion of the minimal model is only 0.14 pb atps = 800 GeV and 0.05 pb at ps = 2733 GeV. Thesame situation ours in the model with right-handedneutrinos. In this model, we �x mZ0 = 800 GeV andillustrate the energy dependene of the ross setionin Fig. 4. The energy range is the same as in Fig. 3,1200 GeV � ps � 3000 GeV. We see from Fig. 4 thatthe ross setion � dereases with ps, from � = 0:35 pbto � = 0:08 pb.3) We have plotted the boson mass dependene ofthe number of events in the three models in Fig. 5. Theenergy is �xed as ps = 2733GeV and the mass range is800 GeV � mZ0 � 2000 GeV. As we mentioned above,due to the oupling onstant, the order of the lines ofnumber of events, from bottom to top, is the following:the minimal model, the Standard Model, and the modelwith right-handed neutrinos. The smallest number ofevents is for the minimal model. With the integrated759



D. V. Soa, H. N. Long, D. T. Binh, D. P. Khoi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 4, 2004luminosity L � 100 fb�1, the number of events an beseveral thousand.In the �nal state, Z 0 deays into leptons and quarks.Its partial deay width is equal to [21℄�(Z 0 ! f �f) == GFm2Z06p2� NF h(gf2A)2RfA + (gf2V )2RfV i == ( 6:4 GeV for minimal model,11:8 GeV for right-handed neutrinos model.Beause of the oupling onstants, the lifetime of Z 0in the minimal model is longer than that in the modelwith right-handed neutrinos.4. CONCLUSIONIn this paper, we have onsidered the prodution ofa single Z 0 boson in the e� reation in the frameworkof the 3�3�1 models. We see that with this proess,the reation mainly ours at small sattering angles.The results show that if the mass of the boson is in arange of 800 GeV, then single boson prodution in e� ollisions may give observable values at moderatelyhigh energies. At CLIC based on e� olliders, withthe integrated luminosity L � 100 fb�1, we expet ob-servable experiments in future olliders. Beause of thevalues of the oupling onstants, ross setions in themodel with right-handed neutrinos are bigger than inthe minimal model.In onlusion, we have pointed out the usefulness ofeletron�photon olliders in testing the 3�3�1 modelsat high energies, through the reatione� ! e�Z 0:If the Z 0 boson is not very heavy, this reation o�ersa muh better disovery reah for Z 0 than the pairprodution in e+�e� or e��e� ollisions.One of the authors (H. N. L) would like to thankMembers of Physis Division, National Center for The-oretial Sienes (NCTS), Hsinhu, Taiwan, where thiswork was ompleted, for warm hospitality during hisvisit. His work is supported by the NCTS under grantfrom National Siene Counil of Taiwan R. O. C. Thiswork was supported in part by the National Counilfor Natural Sienes of Vietnam.REFERENCES1. F. Pisano and V. Pleitez, Phys. Rev. D 46, 140 (1992).
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